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Lasnik (1995) successfully incorporates Chomsky’s (1957) analysis of English verbal morphology within the early minimalist framework (e.g., Chomsky 1993). Unfortunately, Lasnik’s proposal cannot be maintained within the current minimalist framework with *agree* (Chomsky 2000). This paper revises Lasnik’s (1995) analysis for the current minimalist theory. Through this process, we examine the properties of syntactic head movement, as well.

Lasnik (1995) proposes featural and affixal Infl (I_F and I_A, respectively). I_F is a bundle of features that agree with the corresponding features of a fully inflected verb (lexicalist-verbs). French verbs and English *be/*auxiliary verbs are of this type. A lexicalist verb raises to [Spec, I_F] for agreement, thus skipping the negation, if present (1a). On the other hand, I_A needs to be PF-merged with an adjacent verbal stem (bare-verb); I_A triggers no movement. When a negation is present, I_A and the verb stem are not linearly adjacent, thus PF-merger is blocked; as a last resort operation, *do*-support applies to license the stranded I_A (1b).

(1) a. I_F not [VP be happy] → be-I_F not [VP be happy] → John is not happy.
   b. I_A not [VP walk] → do-I_A not [VP walk] → John does not walk.

(2) a. I_{α\text{F}} [VP walk_{α\text{F}}]

   b. I_F not [VP walk] → do-I_F not [VP walk] → John does not walk

   c. I_A not [VP be happy] → be-I_A not [VP be happy] → John is not happy.

(3) John never eats cheese. → John I_A [VP never eat cheese]

In a recent framework (Chomsky 2001, to appear), *agree* (Probe-goal) does not induce movement, rendering Lasnik’s (1995) analysis untenable. This paper proposes the following. English *be/*auxiliary verbs are bare verbs occurring with I_A, whereas English main verbs are lexicalist occurring with I_F—a mirror image of Lasnik’s proposal. An *agree* relation is established between I_F and a lexicalist verb in-situ (2a). A negation blocks this agreement, leaving I_F unlicensed; *do*-support, a last resort operation, licenses the features of I_F (2b). An English bare verb raises to license the affix feature of I_A. This head movement, which I assume is a substitution operation (Szurányi 2003), checks I_A’s affix feature.

This modification improves Lasnik’s original proposal both conceptually and empirically. Empirically, Lasnik’s proposal had difficulty explaining why negation blocks the PF-merger of the I_A and V, while adverbs do not, as shown respectively in (1b) and (3). This is not a problem for the present analysis since I_F can search V across the adverb, but not a negation, as I will argue in the paper. Conceptually, Lasnik’s analysis, French verbs are lexicalist – i.e., individually listed in lexicon. This is rather redundant since the French verbal inflection is largely predictable. Under the present analysis, French regular verbs are compositionally inflected, not individually listed in the lexicon. If correct, then head movement must be an integral part of the computational system, as argued in Bobaljik (1995), Harley (2002), Szurány (2003), Matushansky (2006), among others.
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